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Abstract

The noise transmission characteristics of candidate curved aircraft sidewall panel

constructions is examined analytically using finite element models of the selected panel

geometries. The models are validated by experimental modal analyses and transmission

loss testing. The structural and acoustic response of the models are then examined when

subjected to random or reverberant excitation, the simulation of which is also discussed.

For a candidate curved honeycomb panel, the effect of add-on trim panel treatments is

examined. Specifically, two different mounting configurations are discussed and their

effect on the transmission loss of the panel is presented. This study finds that the add-on

acoustical treatments do improve on the primary structures transmission loss

characteristics, however, much more research is necessary to draw any valid conclusions

about the optimal configuration for the maximum noise transmission loss. This paper

describes several directions for the extension of this work.
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1. Introduction

Excessive in-flight aircraft interior cabin noise has long been a problem of study

in structural acoustics. As new, faster civil transport planes continue to develop, this

problem can only be expected to worsen as turbulent boundary layer noise becomes a

larger contributing factor to these unacceptable noise levels [ 1]. It is for this reason that

extensive research is being done in the High Speed Research Program on passive noise

control techniques to lower the sound level inside the fuselage of high speed supersonic

aircraft.

This study examines the problem of noise transmission through candidate curved

aircraft sidewall panels. Specifically, the effect of add-on trim panels is of interest. The

objective of this part of the High Speed Research Program is to perform a parametric

study to determine the influence of several key parameters, involving the trim panels, on

the panel's transmission loss characteristics for frequencies up to about 500 Hz. This

frequency range was selected to ensure the accuracy and applicability of using the finite

element method to study the panel, considering the panel size and geometry, and

reasonable mesh densities. As stated earlier, turbulent boundary layer excitation is the

main noise source of interest for the air flows which will be present in the flight

conditions of these airplanes. As a first approximation, this study looks at random or

reverberant excitation of the panel, which may be simulated in laboratory tests [2]. Also,

reverberant excitation is studied because it is easier to model, and can be an excellent

learning tool in beginning to model boundary layer excitation. Ultimately, this research

hopes to deliver recommendations, regarding the appropriate trim and mounting



configuration,whichhelpto significantlyincreasethenoisetransmissionlossof thepanel

for theexcitationsof interest.

It mustbenotedthattheHigh SpeedResearchprogramis alsointerestedin

studyingtheeffectof otheradd-onacousticaltreatments,suchasfiberglassacoustical

blanketsandcapstrips. Dueto thelimitationsof timeandavailablesoftware,this is not

addressedin thisparticularstudy. However,theworkdoneherecanserveasa

foundationfor this typeof analysis.

This issueof noisetransmissionthroughaircraftpanels,aswell asthenoise

controlbenefitsof acousticaltreatmentsandtrim panels,hasbeenexaminedin many

theoreticalandexperimentalstudies.GrosveldandMixsonlookedinto thenoisecontrol

benefitsof usingacousticallytreatedandhoneycombstiffenedaircraftsidewallpanels

[3]. Theyfoundthatusingahoneycombcoreto stiffentheskinpanelsof anaircraft

sidewalldoesincreasethetransmissionloss. Theyalsostudiedseveraldifferent

configurationsof acousticblanketsandtrim panels,comparingandcontrastingtheeffects

on thepanelstransmissionlosscharacteristics.Thesubjectof soundtransmission

throughsandwichshells,in whichahoneycombcorewassandwichedbetweencomposite

facesheetswasstudiedby Tanget al [4, 5]. Theycameupwith anexplicit expression

for transmissionlossthroughacylindrical sandwichshellin termsof modalimpedanceof

thefluids andtheshell. Theymadecomparisonsof thetransmissionlossamongvarious

shellconfigurations,for differentboundarylayersourcemodels. Somebackground

researchwasalsodoneto learnaboutthefiberglassacousticaltreatments,mentioned

earlierbut notanalyzedin this study. Boltonet al [6-8] extensivelystudiedtheuseof

elastic-porousmaterials,suchasfoamandfiberglass,in noisecontrolapplications.In



additionto studyingwaysto modelthesematerials,theyfoundthatthenoisetransmission

andabsorptionpropertiesarehighlydependentontheboundaryconditionsbetweenthe

treatmentandtheprimarystructure.Theacousticalcharacteristicsof porousmaterials

havealsobeenstudiedby Attenborough[9]. Hediscussesthepropagationof sound

wavesin porousmediaandalsoexaminesmethodsof determiningthematerialproperties

of thesemedia.

Thepresentstudyis atheoreticallook atthetransmissionlosscharacteristicsof a

curvedsidewallpanel,with laminatedcompositefacesheets,stiffenedby ahoneycomb

core. Theproposedacoustictreatmentmaterialsareporousmaterials.Thus,the

previouslycitedresearcheffortsprovideabasisandbackgroundfor thiswork.

Computationalresultsareobtainedusingthecommerciallyavailableanalysissoftware:

MSC/NASTRAN,COMET/SAFEandCOMET/Acoustics.Theseresultsarevalidated

andsupportedby experimentallyobtaineddatafor thepanelsof interest.Predictionsand

recommendationsaremadeusingthecomputationalresults,whichmodelseveral

variationson thelay-upof thebuilt-up structure.

This studyhasbeendividedinto two parts. In Chapter2, somebackground

materialandthemethodof calculatingtransmissionlossis laid out. This chapteralso

discussesapreliminarystudyperformedon two comparableflat sandwichpanels.At the

closeof thechapter,thediscussionturnsto the issueof modelingtherandomor

reverberantexcitation. Onceall thisbackgroundhasbeendiscussed,Chapter3 examines

theactualproblemof thecurvedsidewallpanel. Conclusionsaredrawnand

recommendationsfor extensionsof thiswork aremadein Chapter4. AppendixA

describestheequationsof motionfor afrequencyresponseanalysis.AppendicesB andC



containthefiguresandtables,respectively.Finally, AppendixD containstheFORTRAN

codeswritten to performseveralcalculationsthroughoutthis research.



2. Development of Model and Method_ Preliminary Calculations_ and

Validation

Before it is possible to study the transmission loss characteristics of a trimmed

curved sidewall panel, it is necessary to lay out and develop the method of calculating the

transmission loss. Even more fundamental than that, though, it is essential to create a

valid finite element model for the panel of study. This process involves using several

commercial computer analysis programs as well as external FORTRAN codes.

A flat composite sandwich panel with an isotropic core, and a similar sandwich

panel, but with a honeycomb core, were used as "test panels" in the development of this

methodology. All of the analysis in this chapter was performed using these flat panel

geometries.

2.1: Developing a Finite Element Model for a Sandwich Panel

The finite element method is employed in this research for determining the motion

of the panel, subject to the excitations of interest. The finite element model is developed

in MSC/PATRAN, a pre- and post-processing software package for MSC/NASTRAN,

which is used to perform the finite element analysis.

The particular details of the sidewall panels of interest, and their finite element

models will be discussed later. However, it is appropriate here to take a general look at

the modeling choices and assumptions made in the development of a model for a

sandwich panel with laminated composite face sheets. Two flat panel lay-ups were

studied. The first was a homogenous, isotropic solid core sandwiched between the

composite face sheets. The second used the same face sheets, but integrated with a

honeycomb core. The lay-up for the honeycomb core is shown in Figure 1. The lay-up



for thefirst panelis similar,theonly differencebeingthatthecoreis solidand

homogeneous.

Thecoreis modeledusingeight-nodeisoparametrichexagonalelements,or

CHEXA elementsastheyareknownwithin MSC/NASTRAN. Theseelementsconnect

only translationaldegreesof freedom.Thusthenodeswhichcomprisetheelementcan

only translatespatially,relativeto eachother. Theseelementscanbegiveneither

isotropicor anisotropicmaterialproperties.Theisotropiccorereferencesa MAT1

materialbulk datacardin theMSC/NASTRANbulk datafile. Thehoneycombcorecan

bemodeledasananisotropicmaterial,andthus,theelementsreferenceaMAT9 bulk

datacard. TheMSC/NASTRANdocumentationcontainsextensivebackgroundmaterial

on theseelements'properties,aswell asotherelementsusedin this study[10-11].

Thefacesheetsaremodeledwith four-nodeisoparametricelementsor CQUAD4

elements.Theseelementsobeytheclassicalassumptionsof thinplatetheory. Nodesin

theseelementsexhibitboth translationalandrotationaldegreesof freedom. In this study,

thefacesheetsarelaminatedcomposites,in whicheachply is agenerallyorthotropic

material. ThustheCQUAD4elementsreferencealaminatedcompositematerial,which

is describedin aPCOMPbulk datacard. ThisPCOMPcard,in turn,referencesthe

materialpropertiesof the individualplies,whicharedescribedin MAT8 bulk datacards.

In themodelof thesandwichpanel,thetwofacesheetelements,oneoneachside

of thepanel,arecoincidentwith two facesof eachof thehexagonalsolidelements.Thus,

thesolidcoreandplatefacesheetelementssharenodes,i.e. theyareequivalenced.This,

thereforeconstrainsthenodesof theplateelementssothattheycannotrotateor translate

independentlyof thenodesin thesolidelements.This assumptionis valid if theface



sheetis rigidly bondedto thecore. Theplateelementshaveaneutralaxisoffset

automaticallybuilt into their laminatedcompositematerialpropertieswhich shiftsthe

elementsawayfrom thesolidelementsby half thethicknessof thecomposite.

A possiblealternativefor modelingthesandwichpanelwouldbeto actually

physicallyoffsettheplatenodesfrom thesolidnodesby half thelaminatethickness.

Eachnodecouldthenbeconnectedto thecorrespondingsolidnodeby arigid body

element,or RBE2elementin MSC/NASTRAN,whichconstrainsthedisplacementsof

thenodesbut allowstheplatenodesto haverotationaldegreesof freedomindependentof

thesolidnodes.Thismethoddoesnot seemvalid, though,if thefacesheetis, in fact,

rigidly bondedto thecore,andthereforeisnot consideredin this study.

Oncetheelementshavebeencreated,theremainingtasksin thedevelopmentof

themodelareto assignboundaryconditionsandelementproperties.Thiscanall bedone

within MSC/PATRAN. Oncethemodelis created,abulk datafile is writtenwhich

servesasinputfor afinite elementanalysisin MSC/NASTRAN.

2.2: Basic Methodology for the Calculation of Transmission Loss

Before beginning a discussion of the methodology, it is worth mentioning here

exactly how transmission loss has been defined, since this is often a somewhat vague

term. In this study, transmission loss has been defined as

]TIref

TL = 10 * log(_) (1)

The reference power, H_ei, is the acoustic power of the incident sound field. The acoustic

power of the transmitted sound field, Fltrans, is the total radiated power in the far field.



Thefirst stepin computingthetransmissionlossof apanel,onceavalid finite

elementmodelof thepanelhasbeendeveloped,is to determinethepanel'svibration

response.This is accomplishedusingMSC/NASTRANto performafrequencyresponse

analysis.SeeAppendixA for adescriptionof theequationsof motionfor a frequency

responseanalysis.In orderto simulateaparticularexcitation,the incidentsideof the

panelis dividedinto arbitrarilysmallregionswhichfrom this point onwill bereferredto

as"patches."Thesepatchesaregroupsof nodes,within which eachnodeis forcedwith a

unit harmonicforce,orientednormalto thefaceof thepanel. Theforcing ateach

particularnodein thepatchis in phasewith everyothernodein thepatch. Howeverthe

forcingat eachpatchis totallyuncorrelatedwith theforcing ateveryotherpatch. Thus,if

onewantedto modelanormallyincidentplanewave,onepatchoverthe incidentsideof

thepanelwouldbecorrect. If onewantedto simulaterandomincidence,eachnodeon

theincidentsidewouldbeonepatch,in itself. This is furtherdiscussedin Section2.5. A

frequencyresponseanalysis,usingthemodalmethod(SOL 111),is performedin

MSC/NASTRANto determinethevelocitiesateachnodeontheresponsesideof the

panel,giventheforcing ateachindividualpatch. Thustherewouldbeoneanalysisfor

eachforcingat eachpatchateachfrequencyof interest.Figure2 showsthehierarchyof

bulk datacardswhich mustbe includedin thebulk datafile to modelthis typeof

excitation.

Notethatthis sameprocedurecouldbeappliedto abuilt uppanelusing

COMET/SAFE(SAFEstandsfor StructuralAcousticFoamEngineering)insteadof

MSC/NASTRAN. Thereasonfor usingadifferentanalysiscodeis thecapabilityof

COMET/SAFEto handleelastic-porousfoamelements,whichcanbeusedto model



acousticblanketsandcapstrips. Thedisadvantageof COMET/SAFE,however,is its

inability to modelanystructural(solid)materialswhich arenot isotropic. Thus,it cannot

accuratelymodelthe laminatedcompositefacesheetsor thehoneycombcoreof theflat

honeycombsandwichpanelor thecurvedhoneycombsandwichpanelwhich arestudied

in thisresearch.Also, COMET/SAFEhasexcessivelylongrun timesfor casesin which

theexcitationrequiresmanypatches.Forthesereasons,thecurrentversionof

COMET/SAFEis not usedin this study.

Thevelocitiesgeneratedbythefrequencyresponseanalysismustbewritten to a

"punch" file, which is basicallyaresultsfile written in aformatreadableby other

programs.Thisresultsfile, alongwith theMSC/NASTRANbulk datafile for themodel,

is usedto performadirectboundaryelementanalysisin COMET/Acousticsto determine

theacousticradiationtransferfunctions.

UsingCOMET/Vision,which is apre-andpost-processorfor COMET/Acoustics,

onecanimport aboundaryelementmeshcreatedin MSC/PATRAN. In thiscase,the

boundaryelementmeshwouldbea"box" whichhasfive hardwalls andoneelasticwall,

whichrepresentstheresponsesidefacesheetof thepanel. Thus,onecanthink of the

boundaryelementmeshasa"sourceroom," andtheregionexteriorto this roomasthe

"receivingroom" in atransmissionlosstest. Theboundaryelementmeshusedfor the

flat sandwichpanelis shownin Figure3. Thedirectboundaryelementmethodis very

convenientin thiscasebecauseit solvesfor acousticpressureandvelocity in eitherthe

interioror exteriorregions. Thepanelvelocities,determinedby MSC/NASTRAN,canbe

importedandusedasvelocityboundaryconditionsfor thoseelementsandnodesof the

boundaryelementmeshcorrespondingto theresponsesideof thepanel. A sphericaldata



recovery mesh in the far field is used to determine the acoustic pressures for the sound

field radiated by the panel. The data recovery mesh is shown in Figure 4. A direct

boundary element analysis, performed for the exterior region of the box, yields the

acoustic radiated pressure due to the forcing function at each patch, for each frequency.

Once all the acoustic pressures have been calculated, the results file generated by

COMET/Acoustics is used as an input file to the external FORTRAN code, response.f,

which computes the transfer matrix Hnm and power spectral density of the panel

T *
Hnm SabHnm at each frequency. See Appendix D for a discussion of all external

computer codes used in this study.

The transfer matrix, which describes the acoustic radiation of the panel as

measured at the far-field data recovery nodes, for harmonic loading at each patch for each

frequency, is an m by n matrix, where m is the number of patches and n is the number of

data recovery nodes in the far field. Sab represents the cross-spectral loading, which in

this case will either model plane wave or reverberant excitation. The cross spectral

loading matrix is an m by m matrix. Since random excitation is the incident field of

choice in this study, the cross spectral loading matrix is a diagonal matrix. Each diagonal

entry is unity. This implies that the panel response due to forcing by each uncorrelated

patch is scaled equally.

The power spectral density is used to calculate the transmission loss at each

frequency according to Equation (1). The reference power, 1J_4, must be determined

accordingly for the particular excitation. This is dependent upon the number of patches.

For example, if the incident side of the panel, which in initial modeling attempts had a 12

x 12 element mesh and 169 nodes, is all one patch, then the total force applied to the

lO



panel would be 169 N. If the panel, with the same mesh, is divided into four patches,

then each patch will have 49 nodes (assuming that the nodes located on adjacent sides of

the patches are included in both patches), and thus 49 N of force. The input acoustic

power for these two cases would be determined by calculating the pressure at each node,

integrating it over the surface of the incident side of the panel, and using the following

approximate equation:

A(pp*) (2)
H ref - 2pc

where A is the "area of influence" of the node in the data recovery mesh. It is basically

the area over which the acoustic pressure acts. Note that this equation is only truly valid

for a free acoustic field. It is only an approximation for this case.

An alternative, simpler approach for determining the input power would be to

simply define the input power to be the sum of the input forces squared. Thus, for the

one patch case, the input "power" would be (169) 2 N 2. This one patch case is the case by

which all other excitations will be normalized. Thus, this input power will be defined to

be one unit of power. For the four patch case, the input power would be 4*(49) 2 N 2

which, relative to the one patch case, is .3363 units of power. In general, the input or

reference power is

#ofpatches #nodes/patch

I_ ref z 1 1 (3)
(Total# ofnodes) 2

where the "total number of nodes" refers to the total number of nodes on the incident side

of the panel, which is 169 in the case of the 12x12 element mesh. This would not give

the actual transmission loss, but rather a relative transmission loss. It will be seen in later

11



sections of this chapter that this idea of relative transmission loss proves to be quite

useful.

In future cases, the cross-spectral loading matrix will be used to model turbulent

boundary layer excitation. For this type of excitation, the forcing at each patch is

correlated in some way to the forcing at adjacent patches. This is accounted for in the

cross-spectral loading matrix by the presence of non-zero off-diagonal terms. There is

ample discussion of turbulent boundary layer modeling methods in the literature [13-17].

2.3: Analysis of the Flat Sandwich Panel with Isotropie Core

Although the primary focus of this research is to study the transmission loss

characteristics of candidate curved sidewall panels, an initial study was performed on two

flat sandwich panels. The flat panel is a desirable learning tool because of its relatively

simple geometry, yet it has lay-up properties similar to the curved panel of interest.

The first flat panel was a sandwich panel with an isotropic core sandwiched

between two laminated composite face sheets. This panel was actually studied by

accident. As a first modeling attempt, the core of the panel, which was supposed to be

titanium honeycomb, was incorrectly modeled as an isotropic material. Although this

panel lay-up does not correspond to the actual panel studied by the High Speed Research

Program, the results shown in this section and the conclusions drawn are still applicable

to the honeycomb panels studied later.

This particular panel has planar dimensions of 36" x 36". It has a 1" thick

Ti3A12.5V solid, homogeneous, isotropic core sandwiched between two laminated

composite face sheets. The layers of the laminated composite are IM7/PETI5. The panel

12



is assumed to have 5% structural damping. Table 1 details the properties of the

component material of the panel.

A finite element model of this flat isotropic-core panel was developed in

MSC/PATRAN, as shown in Figure 5. Initially, a 12x12 element mesh of CQUAD4

plate elements was selected for each of the face sheets, while a 12x12 element mesh of

CHEXA brick elements, one layer thick, was selected for the core.

A normal mode analysis was performed in MSC/NASTRAN. The edges of the

panel were clamped for this analysis. The results of the normal mode analysis are used to

verify the resonance frequencies of the panel, with clamped boundary conditions. These

results are shown in Table 2. When the transmission loss of the panel is studied as a

function of frequency, a minimum in the curve of transmission loss vs. frequency

typically indicates that a panel mode occurs at that particular frequency. This is due to

the more significant panel response at a resonance, and thus the larger acoustic pressure

of the radiated acoustic field.

In order to validate this model, several basic checks were performed. First, it was

verified that the model obeys the Mass Law of Sound in the mass-controlled frequency

region. The Mass Law of Sound states that there is a 6dB increase in transmission loss

per octave in the mass-controlled region, which is the frequency region above the panel

resonances but below coincidence. The panel was divided into four patches, in which

each patch contains 49 nodes and thus 49 N of force. As stated earlier, the input power in

this case is .3363 units. The relative transmission loss as a function of frequency was

calculated as described in the previous section. Figure 6 shows that the curve has a

13



6dB/Octave slope in the mass controlled region, which lies in the frequency range above

375 Hz.

Another study performed to check the validity of the finite element model was an

in-depth look at the transmission loss vs. frequency characteristics of the panel in a small

range of frequencies around the first panel resonance, which is the (1,1) mode. This

analysis was run for one patch, or a normal incidence plane wave, with no structural

damping in the model. Considering the mode shape of the (1,1) mode, one would expect

that a normal incidence plane wave would greatly excite this mode. Thus, the

transmission loss should vanish at the first resonance frequency of the panel, since nearly

all of the sound would be transmitted. This is demonstrated in Figure 7.

The final step in the development of the finite element model is to determine the

necessary mesh density to obtain a converged solution. As stated earlier, a 12x12 element

mesh density was initially used. This mesh was made finer by increasing to a 14x14

element mesh, and made coarser by decreasing to a 9x9 element mesh. The main concern

in this study was the ability of the chosen mesh density to accurately reflect the high order

modes of the panel. Since the excitation of all the panel modes of vibration is necessary

for this part of the study, each individual node on the incident side if the panel was treated

as a patch and forced independently. However, to keep the input power constant, the

force applied to each node on the incident side of the panel, for the coarse and fine

meshes, was adjusted so as to have 169 N of total force applied to the panel. Thus, the

input power was 169 N 2 or .0059 units of power relative to the one patch case for the 12

x12 element mesh. The results of this study are shown in Figure 8. The results indicate

that 12x12 element mesh density is sufficient to obtain a solution which, although it is a

14



few decibels below the finer mesh solution, accurately captures all the higher order panel

modes.

2.4: Analysis of the Flat Honeycomb Panel

The flat honeycomb panel, panel 261X 1423-20, was developed for study in the

High Speed Research Program. The panel, shown in Figure 9, like the isotropic-core

panel, has in-plane dimensions of 36" x 36" with a 1" thick core. The component

materials are also the same. Once again, 5% structural damping is assumed. The

difference for this panel is that the core is honeycomb, and is thus modeled as an

anisotropic material. The specific material properties of the core are shown in Table 3. It

should be noted that some of these material properties for the core were measured

directly, and those which were not were determined from the intrinsic material properties

of Ti3A12.5V, which are shown in Table 1 [4].

The finite element model for this panel looks the same as for the previous model,

which was shown in Figure 5. The only difference is the designation of new material

properties for the core. Once again, a normal mode analysis was performed in

MSC/NASTRAN for the panel. This time, though, it was performed for two boundary

condition configurations. The first was a "free-free" configuration. This set-up mirrors

an experimental modal analysis, which was performed on the panel at NASA Langley

Research Center at the Thermal Acoustic Fatigue Apparatus (TAFA) Facility. The

frequency response of the panel at various reference points due to a "tap" impulse was

measured using accelerometers. The polyreference curve-fitting technique was used to

determine the mode shapes of the panel and their associated frequencies [20]. The results

of this experimental modal analysis have been used to validate the modes of the panel

15



predicted by the finite element model, as shown in Table 4. The second boundary

condition configuration was one in which the edges of the panel were clamped. This

situation simulates the panel's experimental transmission loss testing configuration by the

Boeing Company under the High Speed Research Program. Table 5 shows the results of

the modal analysis with clamped edge boundary conditions.

It should be noted that the frequencies shown in Table 5 for the clamped flat

honeycomb panel were significantly higher than the ones shown in Table 2 for the

isotropic-core panel. In fact, there is only one panel resonance within the frequency range

0-500 Hz, which is the range of interest in this study. Thus, in any relative transmission

loss vs. frequency curves for this panel there will only be one minimum, and the

transmission loss characteristics of the higher order modes of the panel will not be

displayed. It is for this reason that the previous panel's results are so important. Without

them, the conclusions about finite element modal mesh density and model validation

according to the Mass Law of Sound could not be clearly drawn.

For completeness, though, Figure 10 shows the relative transmission loss vs.

frequency curves for the same mesh densities as for the isotropic-core panel. This plot

shows a small frequency range around the first panel resonance because of the extensive

computation time involved with performing this analysis for individual nodal forcing.

2.5: Modeling Random or Reverberant Excitation

Reverberant excitation describes a sound field in which the sound level is constant

but there is random phasing [18]. Basically, it is a random incidence sound field, in

which the excitation at every point on the incident side of the panel is totally uncorrelated

with that at every other point. Reverberant excitation is of interest because a reverberant
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acousticfield is thestandardforcing functionemployedin transmissionlosstesting. It is

alsoof interestbecauseit is relativelyeasyto model,while still allowing for adequate

excitationof thehigherordermodesof thepanel.

An accurateandreliablesimulationof reverberantexcitationis highlydependent

on thenumberof totallyuncorrelatedforcesorpatches,which areincidenton thepanel.

Sincethesoundlevel in areverberantfield is constant,thecrossspectralloadingmatrix

Sabis onceagainrepresentedby adiagonalmatrix in whicheachdiagonalentryhasthe

nominalvalueof unity.

It is necessaryto determinetherequireddiscretizationof patchesor forces

requiredto adequatelysimulatereverberantexcitation. A studywasperformedonbothof

theflat sandwichpanels,whichwerepreviouslydiscussed,to determinetheappropriate

numberof patches.This studybegan,for eachpanel,by determiningtherelative

transmissionlossasafunctionof frequencyfor onepatch,whichcorrespondsto a totally

correlatedforce,or anormalincidenceplanewave,overthefaceof thepanel. The

forcingwasthenmodifiedby subdividingtheincidentsideof thepanelinto increasing

numbersof patchesto seehow this affectedtherelativetransmissionlosscharacteristics

of thepanelswhereonceagainall theinput powervalueswerenormalizedby theone

patchcase.Theresultsfor the isotropiccoreandhoneycombcorepanelsareshownin

Figure11andFigure 12,respectively.Thesefiguresshowthatasthenumberof patches

is increased,therelativetransmissionlossvs.frequencycurvesconverge.Figure11also

suggeststhatthecasein whicheachnodeis forcedindividuallybestexcitesthehigher

orderevenmodesof thepanel. Figure 13showsthe"power" spectrafor anodeon the

responsesideof the isotropiccoreflat panelfor theonepatchandtheindividualnodal
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forcing cases. This node, for which the panel response was calculated, was chosen such

that it would not lie along any panel mode node lines or lines of symmetry. The chosen

node was located three element lengths in the 'x' direction and four element lengths in

the 'y' direction from the comer of the panel. Power at each frequency was calculated by

multiplying the normal component of the velocity of the node by its complex conjugate,

and summing this for every forcing case at that frequency. Figure 13 shows that the one

patch case best excites the odd panel modes, but that the individual nodal forcing case

excites all the modes, although weakly in comparison to the one patch case. One would

expect that for increasing numbers of patches, the one patch curve would converge to the

individual nodal forcing curve. Considering all three of these figures, one can conclude

that in order to get an accurate model of the random excitation, which excites all the

modes, each node on the incident side of the panel should have its own unit force, which

is totally uncorrelated to the force at each other node.

There is one feature of these results which is puzzling at first glance. One would

expect that for the first panel mode, which is the (1,1) mode, the normal incidence plane

wave, or one patch case, which best excites this mode, would have the lowest

transmission loss, despite the different input powers for the different numbers of

patches. However, as evidenced by Figures 11 and 12, this did not happen. This can be

accounted for by the difference in input power for the two forcing cases. The input power

for the one patch case is 169 times greater than for the individual nodal forcing case,

while the panel response is only approximately 33 times greater. Since the panel

response is proportional to the radiated power, this would indicate that the individual

nodal forcing case has better noise transmission and thus, less transmission loss.
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3. Candidate Curved Sidewall Panel

As stated earlier, this research is mainly concerned with the transmission loss

characteristics of curved aircraft sidewall panels. This chapter describes studies which

were performed on a specific candidate curved sidewall panel, provided by the High

Speed Research Program. First, there is a description of the finite element model for the

panel and also the efforts to validate this model. Then the discussion turns to the add-on

trim panels, how they affect the finite element model, and the transmission loss results.

3.1 Development of the Finite Element Model

The curved panel to be studied is a stiffened sandwich panel with a honeycomb

core. The honeycomb core is made of Aluminum 5052, the properties of which are

detailed in Table 6. The face sheets are laminated composite, eight plies thick, in which

seven of the plies are BMS 8-212 Type IH and the other ply is BMS 8-212 Type IV. Both

of these ply materials are 2-D orthotropic materials. The material properties of these two

materials are shown in Table 7. Table 8 shows the stacking sequence of the laminate.

The stiffeners have an inverted "T" cross section. The web of the stiffeners is made of

Aluminum 6061 and the flange is made of Aluminum 2024. The material properties of

these two isotropic materials are given in Table 9.

There were no clear photographs of the panel available. Figures 14 and 15 show a

full view and a side view, respectively, of the finite element model for the panel,

respectively. Although, the details of the finite element model will be discussed later,

these figures can also serve as a picture of the panel in order to understand the physical

geometry. The panel is 2.49 meters by 1.77 meters where 1.77 meters is the length of the

arc segment on the inside curvature from edge to edge. The outside curvature is 1.64
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meters from the beginning of the tapered edge to the beginning of the other tapered edge.

The core is .013 meters thick. The tapered edges are .032 meters in length and then there

is a .032 meter lip. Figure 17 shows a cross-sectional view of the panel near an edge.

Figure 18 shows a cross-sectional view of the stiffeners, and the corresponding

dimensions. The webs of the stiffeners are located 1.02 meters apart along the

longitudinal length of the panel, with the web of the center stiffener located at the

longitudinal centerline. There is a mechanical fastener, which fastens the stiffener to the

panel, every .0762 meters along the length of the stiffeners. The total weight of the panel

is 97 pounds.

The finite element model for this panel is more complicated than for the earlier

flat panels, mainly due to the curvature, the stiffeners, and the tapered edges. However,

the basic modeling techniques described in Chapter 2, Section 1 are still applicable. This

curved panel, like the flat panels, was modeled using CQUAD4 plate elements as the face

sheets which "sandwich" the HEXA solid elements that constitute the core. Since the

honeycomb core is modeled as an anisotropic material, the coordinate system governing

each element must be consistent. A cylindrical coordinate system, with the origin at the

center of curvature, at the longitudinal edge of the panel, proved to be most appropriate,

considering the curvature of the panel. This coordinate system, as well as the global

cartesian coordinate system for the model which shares the same origin, is shown in

Figure 16. This is not a problem with the CQUAD4 elements because the local

coordinate system for these elements, in MSC/NASTRAN, is such that the 1-2 principle

material directions are always "in-plane."
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Each of the three stiffeners is treated as two separate entities in the model: the

web and the flange. The web is comprised of CQUAD4 plate elements, each of which is

oriented normal to the face sheet elements, and reference a MAT1, isotropic material bulk

data card. The flange, also made of an isotropic material, is treated a little differently. It

is modeled as the top ply, ply #9 according to Table 8, in the laminated composite. Thus,

the ply references a MAT1 isotropic material, but the CQUAD4 elements reference a

laminated composite, or a PCOMP bulk data card. Therefore, the curved face sheets of

the panel are comprised of two different types of laminated composite: that which is

described in Table 8, and a composite in which the flange is the top ply where there is a

stiffener.

After the edges have tapered, there is a .032 meter lip on each side of the panel.

As shown in Figure 17, this lip, where the inside and outside face sheets come together, is

twice the thickness of the laminated composite. Its ply lay-up is such that the eight plies

in Table 8 are half of a symmetric 16 ply laminated composite.

The next step in the development of the finite element model is to create an

appropriate mesh. It was found for flat panels in Chapter 2 that the element area of the

CQUAD4 elements need not be less than .0058 square meters (for the 12x12 element

mesh), but must not be greater than .0103 square meters (for the 9x9 element mesh).

Since the CQUAD4 elements at the flanges of the stiffeners have different material

properties than the rest of the face sheets, the longitudinal length of these elements should

be no longer than the longitudinal length of the flanges of the stiffeners. If this

longitudinal length of the flanges is divided into two elements, which are .0635 meters in

length (for ease of having an easily divisible number of nodes in the longitudinal
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directionof thepanelfor subdivisionintopatches),andthereare23elementsof length

.0714metersin thecircumferential,or transversedirection(motivatedby thelocationof

themechanicalfastenersonthe stiffeners),thentheareaof eachof theseelementsis

.0043squaremeters.If auniformelementmeshoverthewhole facesheetof thepanelis

used,thentheelementswill besmallerthannecessaryandthemeshwill be toofine.

However,themeshis constrainedbytheneedto havethesesmallerelementsof acertain

longitudinallengthattheflangesof the stiffeners.A solutionis to useanon-uniform

meshin thelongitudinaldirection. Thismeshhaselementswhichhavetheappropriate

longitudinallengthattheflanges,but a largerlengthof .127meterslongitudinallyalong

thepanelin betweenthestiffeners.If theelementlengthin the lateraldirectionis kept

thesame,anduniform, this yieldssomeelementswith largerareas,but all arestill within

the limits setabove,andthusit givesasuitablefinite elementmeshfor thefacesheets.

Also, it shouldbenotedthatthe lengthscalesof theseelementsis consistentwith the

accepted"rule-of-thumb"thatthereshouldbeatleastfive elementsperwavelengthof the

highestordermodeto beconsidered.As in thecaseof theflat panels,thecoreis

modeledwith onelayerof eight-nodehexagonalHEXA elements. Thelengthandwidth

of theseelementsmatchesthefacesheetelements.Thewebsof thestiffenershavetwo

CQUAD4elementsalongtheheight. In thecircumferentialdirection,thereare23

elements,which matchesthefacesheetsin thisdirection.

3.2 Model Validation

There were two studies performed to validate the finite element model for the

curved honeycomb panel. The first was a normal mode analysis to validate the dynamic
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response of the panel. Then a transmission loss analysis was performed on the panel to

validate the acoustic response.

3.2.1 Normal Mode Analysis

An experimental free-free modal analysis was performed on the curved

honeycomb panel by the Boeing Company as part of the High Speed Research program.

The free-free boundary condition set-up was achieved using bungee cords to support the

panel along the transverse centerline of the panel. There were thirty-six accelerometer

reference points at which the panel response was measured. The excitation was a "tap"

impulse at a chosen reference point. There were several of these "tap reference points."

The frequency response functions due to the various excitations were used in a

polyreference curve-fitting, as for the flat honeycomb panel, to estimate the experimental

mode shapes and frequencies.

These results were used to validate the finite element model. A modal analysis

was performed in MSC/NASTRAN with free-free boundary conditions. The results are

shown in Table 10. This table shows that the finite element model fairly accurately

captures the dynamic response of the panel. A modal analysis was also performed on the

curved panel, with the edge of the lips clamped. This is the boundary configuration for

the panel when it is used in the Boeing Company's Transmission Loss Facility. These

results are shown in Table 11.

3.2.2 Transmission Loss Analysis

The other attempt to validate the curved honeycomb panel finite element model

was to study the transmission loss characteristics of the panel for comparison with

experimentally obtained results. The Boeing Company performed a transmission loss test
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in which the excitation was an obliquely incident acoustic plane wave, 30 ° from normal

incidence, on the outside curved surface of the panel. This test was performed in the

Boeing Company's Fuselage Sidewall Panel Transmission Loss Facility (FSPTLF). The

panel was bolted, i.e. clamped, at the edges to secure it in the transmission loss facility

window, which is 1.12 meters by 1.73 meters in size. Special "transition filler walls"

were constructed to fill in the gap in the wall due to the size and curvature of the panel.

Figure 19 shows a diagram of the FSPTLF. The low frequency cut-off is around 100 Hz

for the semi-anechoic chamber configuration. Figure 20 shows some details of the

mounting configuration for the test. It should be noted that the test engineers who

performed the test realized that the excitation was not actually an oblique incidence plane

wave because of reflections in the source room.

A transmission loss analysis was performed on the finite element model for the

curved honeycomb panel. The first step in performing this analysis was to model the

excitation. As stated earlier, the incident field was intended to be a plane wave which is

incident on the panel at an angle of 30 ° from the normal along the transverse centerline of

the panel. COMET/Acoustics was used to calculate the pressures on each element of the

incident side of the panel assuming a plane wave source. The incident side of the panel is

treated as a blocked panel or a rigid surface for this part of the analysis, since the concern

here is to model the excitation and not to calculate the panel's response [19]. Thus, the

magnitude and phase of the pressure on the incident side of the panel varies with position

and frequency. To calculate this pressure variation in COMET/Acoustics, one must

create a boundary element mesh. In this case, the boundary element mesh should

somewhat resemble the receiving room of the transmission loss facility. A mesh,
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identical to the incident side of the panel, is placed in the center of a large flat baffle.

There must be five rigid sides around the baffle, to create a "box" or a "room". This is to

isolate the back of the panel. If this is not done, the pressures on the back of the panel

due to the plane wave source will affect the results and not give a true picture of the

pressure field on the incident side of the panel. For this analysis, only the acoustic field

in the exterior region of the box is of interest. A plane wave source is placed in space,

outside the box, and directed such that it impinges on the boundary element mesh at the

appropriate angle. This set-up somewhat mirrors the experimental set-up. The main

difference is that the source is located out in space, approximately six and half meters

away from the panel, as opposed to being confined in a source room. Thus, the

theoretical model does not account for reflections of the sound field off the other five

walls of the source room in the transmission loss facility. The magnitude of the acoustic

pressure of the source was one Pascal. The boundary element mesh and source are shown

in Figures 21 and 22. A direct boundary element analysis in the exterior region of the

mesh was performed in COMET/Acoustics over the frequency range 5 - 505 Hz. Figure

23 shows the magnitude of the acoustic pressures on the boundary element mesh for a

sample frequency of 205 Hz. Figure 24 shows the phase of the acoustic pressures for the

same frequency.

At first, the results shown in Figure 23 were a bit puzzling. One would expect

that for a plane wave for which the direction has an x and a z component, that the

magnitude of the pressure along the transverse centerline of the panel would be nearly

constant because the incident and reflected waves along this centerline should be the

same all along it. This is not the case, though. To try to resolve this, the same analysis
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wasrun for aplanewave,directednormalto thetransversecenterlineof thepanel. One

would fully expectthattherewouldbeonly veryslightvariationin pressuremagnitude

alongthetransversecenterlineof thepanelfor this case.Figure25confirmsthis,but

showsthatthereareslightvariationsof thepressuremagnitudeneartheedges.This

would leadoneto believethattheseedgeeffectsaresimplymorepronouncedfor the

obliqueincidenceplanewave. As afinal confirmationof theedgeeffectsof theboundary

elementmesh,theanalysiswasrun for anormalincidenceplanewaveonaboundary

elementmeshin which thecurvedpanelwasremovedfrom thebaffle, leavingalargeflat

rigid wall on thefront face. Theresultsareshownin Figure26. This figure showsthat

thepressuremagnitudeis nearlyconstantexceptneartheedges,asexpected.Thus,it can

beconcludedthat althoughthepressuremagnituderesultsfor theobliqueplanewave

seemcounter-intuitive,theyarereliable,andthediscrepanciesaredueto effectsof the

edgesin theboundaryelementmesh.

COMET/Acousticscanbesetsuchthatit calculatestheacousticpressuresoneach

elementin theboundaryelementmesh. An externalFortrancode,comet2nastran.f,was

written to readtheCOMET/Acousticselementresultsfile, pick out thepressuresoneach

elementon theincident sideof thepanel,andwrite this informationin a

MSC/NASTRANbulk dataformat. This codeisgivenin AppendixD. Thus,abulk data

file canbesetup to performafrequencyresponseanalysisin MSC/NASTRANfor an

obliquelyincidentacousticplanewave,with anacousticpressuremagnitudeof one

Pascal,to determinethevelocitiesof thenodeson thereceivingsideof thepanel,for

whichthenodesof theedgeof thelip areclamped.Ratherthanapplyingdynamicforces

to eachnodeof the incidentsideof thepanel,asfor theflat panelcasesdescribedin
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Chapter 2, this analysis requires that dynamic pressures be applied to each element of the

incident side of the panel. This is accomplished with the PLOAD4 bulk data card in

MSC/NASTRAN. Figure 27 shows the hierarchy of MSC/NASTRAN bulk data cards

which must be included in the bulk data file to simulate the desired excitation. Although

every element has a different magnitude and phase of pressure, there is only one analysis

per frequency, in which every element is given the appropriate pressure. This is in

contrast to the random incidence case in which each node is forced separately in its own

analysis for each frequency, which was described in Chapter 2.

The results of the frequency response analysis, i.e. the velocities on the response

side of the panel, are imported as velocity boundary conditions for an acoustic analysis in

COMET/Acoustics. The boundary element mesh for this case is similar to the one used

for the flat panels in Chapter 2, except that the elastic wall in this case has the curvature

of the response side of the panel. The other five rigid walls are flat, as in the previous

cases. The boundary element mesh is shown in Figure 28. A spherical data recovery

mesh in the far-field, identical to the one used in the flat panel cases as shown in Figure 4,

once again calculates the acoustic pressures due to the radiated sound field. Response.f,

the same external Fortran code as before, uses the results from COMET/Acoustics to

build the transfer matrix, compute the acoustic response of the panel, and calculate the

transmission loss at each frequency. Note that the code must be modified slightly such

that the transmission loss is calculated with a reference power which reflects the actual

acoustic power of the incident sound field. For a plane wave, the acoustic power is given

by
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D = Ce-ik_

C = 1Pascal (4)

21Re(pv* ) = 1 pp* = 1FIr_f = -- =.0012Watts
2Re(pc) 2pc

The transmission loss vs. frequency results for both this theoretical case and the

experiment described earlier are shown in Figure 29.

Note that Figure 29 shows three theoretical curves. These three cases represent

three different structural damping cases. In all previous analyses, the panels were

assumed to have 5% structural damping. This is a reasonable first guess for the panels

considered in this study. However, it is just a guess. A slightly higher and slightly lower

value of 7% and 3%, respectively, were studied in hopes of better correlation with the

experimental results. The three curves show a lower transmission loss than the

experimental results for frequencies above 200 Hz, which marks the beginning of the

damping controlled frequency region. It is this frequency region that the theoretical

analysis hopes to match the experimental results. Below this frequency, in the stiffness

controlled frequency region, the experimental results are not as reliable because the

frequencies are close to the low frequency cut-off for the transmission loss facility.

Though the magnitude of transmission loss is off in the damping controlled region, the

theoretical curves show some of the same trends as the experimental curve for several

panel modes. This leads one to believe that the finite element model for the curved

honeycomb panel gives a fairly good approximation of the panel' s acoustic response,

assuming that the experimental results are correct. The discrepancies in this frequency

region are most likely due to two factors. First, the mounting of the panel for the

experiment, as shown in Figure 20, indicates that the panel may have been clamped at
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more than just the lips at the edge. Second, as stated earlier, in the experiment the

incident field was not a true plane wave due to reflections off the walls of the source

room. This was not accounted for in the theoretical analysis. As for the proper

percentage of structural damping, it appears that the 7% damping case loses most of the

modal characteristics in the damping controlled region. Thus, it is concluded that 5%

structural damping is sufficient to model this curved honeycomb panel.

3.3 Modelin_ of Add-On Treatments

The trim panel used in all High Speed Research Program Transmission Loss

testing is a cargo liner which conforms to Boeing Material Specification 8-223, Grade B,

Class 2, Type 50. The material properties are given in Table 12. Figure 30 shows a

photograph of the trim panels used for the curved honeycomb panel before attachment.

Figure 31 shows a photograph of the set-up with the trim panel attached to the bare panel.

The green "sides" attached to the trim panel in this photograph are clay, which was used

to mount the trim panels in the experimental transmission loss set-up.

Adding the trim panels to the finite element model for the curved honeycomb

panel proved to be challenging. The cargo liner material was modeled as an isotropic

material using CQUAD4 elements. In the model, the trim panels were assumed to have

the same curvature as the bare panel structure and are offset from the inside curved

surface of the panel by the height of the webs of the stiffeners. The transverse edges of

the trim panels are coincident with the edges of the webs of the stiffeners. Thus, the trim

panels only covered the inner two bays of the panel. The edges of the trim panels and

webs are coincident, but the nodes along these two edges are not equivalenced. Doing so

would clamp these two edges together. As will be discussed later, the method of
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mounting the trim panel to the bare panel construction is a key parameter of study. For

different mounting configurations, certain edge nodes of the trim panels and webs could

be attached with rigid body constraints. The modeling of the air gaps, which are

represented by solid CHEXA elements, in between the bare panel surface and the trim

panel within each bay was the difficult part. Figure 32 shows the finite element model for

the built-up panel. Note that the small circles represent RBE2 rigid body elements, which

are used to connect the trim panel to the webs of the stiffeners. In this figure, the corners

of the trim panel are pinned to the webs.

Since the interaction of the air in the air gaps and the structure is critical to the

noise transmission characteristics of this built-up panel, it is necessary to exploit the

fluid-structure coupling capabilities of MSC/NASTRAN. Fernholz and Robinson did an

extensive study in this area outlining the procedures and methods for performing such an

analysis [21]. This paper will not restate all of their findings, but rather it will touch on

aspects of the fluid-structure coupling which are unique to this finite element model.

In order to couple the fluid and structure, the fluid-structure interface must be

defined in the MSC/NASTRAN bulk data file. The computationally efficient way to do

this is to create coincident fluid and structural nodes along the interface. These nodes

should not be equivalenced, so that two nodes are left at every grid point in the interface.

The fluid-structure interface is then specified in the bulk data file by listing the fluid

nodes and the structural nodes which lie on the interface. The ACMODL bulk data card

defines the modeling parameters for the interface. If the type of interface indicated in this

card is "IDENT", MSC/NASTRAN will find the corresponding and coincident fluid and

structural nodes on the interface from the list of such nodes which was specified already.
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The difficulty occurs for the grid points along the transverse edges of the trim panels and

webs. Since these structural edges are supposed to be coincident, but not equivalenced

(due to structural mounting considerations), there are two structural grid points at each of

these points for the outer two stiffeners, and three structural grid points at each point

along the center stiffener web, which are supposed to correspond to one fluid grid point.

MSC/NASTRAN cannot perform the coupled analysis for such an interface.

To remedy this situation, it is necessary to create some fluid "filler" elements, as

shown in Figure 33. These filler elements are thin 3-D fluid elements. These elements

provide enough fluid grid points at the fluid-structure interface to have a one-to-one

correspondence between the fluid grid points and the structural grid points. It should be

noted that the edges of the trim panels are now slightly offset from the edges of the webs

(by the width of the filler elements), but, as stated earlier, RBE2 rigid body elements can

be used to attach the trim panels to the webs for a particular mounting configuration. The

length of the offset, and thus the width of the filler elements, is 6.35 ram. The air gap,

which has a height of 0.13 meters, is composed of two layers of solid elements.

Therefore, the height of each 3-D fluid element is 0.065m. This gives the filler elements

an aspect ratio of approximately 0.1, which is still within the threshold of acceptable

elements in MSC/NASTRAN, but small enough so that the effect of these additional

elements on the dynamics on the panel is insignificant. A close-up of the finite element

model is shown in Figure 34. This figure shows the transverse edge of the panel around

the center stiffener. The small circles show the RBE2 rigid body constraints which span

the width of the filler elements.
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3.4: Study of Trim Panel Mounting Configuration

This study examines two possible mounting configurations for attaching the trim

panels to the primary structure. The first case is the one shown in Figure 32, in which the

corners of the trim panels are pinned to the edges of the webs at the six endpoints of the

stiffeners. Thus there would be eight rigid body elements which constrain the translations

of the trim panel in the model. The grid point nodes of the webs at the points of

attachments were defined to be the independent nodes while the corresponding grid point

nodes of the trim panels were defined to be the constrained dependent nodes. The

second configuration studied the case in which the trim panel is pinned with a rigid body

element at every grid point node along the transverse edges to the corresponding grid

point nodes of the webs. This case is shown in Figure 35. Once again the web nodes

were the independent nodes and the trim panel nodes were the dependent ones.

For the built-up curved honeycomb panel, it is very difficult to recognize or name

the mode shapes due to the complex physical geometry of the model. The addition of the

trim panels added many new resonances to the structure. Most of these new resonances

are modes of the trim panels alone. In an effort to indicate the frequencies of these trim

panel modes, a frequency response analysis was performed in which the normal velocities

of three grid points on the trim panels were calculated. One of these points was located in

the center of one of the trim panels, and the other two were located near the centers of

two different quadrants of the same trim panel. Since there is longitudinal symmetry in

the panel, it is only necessary to study the response of one of the trim panels. Three

different points were chosen in order to "capture" all the modes of the trim panel in the

frequency range The normal velocities for the three grid points were calculated over the
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wholefrequencyrangeandthe"power," which is definedhereto bevv* wherev is the

normalvelocity at thegridpoint,wassubsequentlycalculated.Figure36showsthe

powerspectraldensityfor thethreechosengrid pointsfor thecasein whichthetrim panel

is pinnedatthecomers.Figure37showsthepowerspectraldensityfor thecasein which

thetrim panelis attachedalongthetransverseedges.Thepeaksin thesecurvesindicate

thefrequenciesatwhich trim panelmodesoccur.

Themodalcharacteristicsof theprimary structurearenot significantlyalteredby

theadditionof thetrim panelandby thefluid-structurecoupling. Figure38shows

powerspectraldensitycurvesfor agrid pointlocatedon theresponsesidefacesheetof

theprimary structure,for thethreedifferent configurations.Only onegrid point was

chosensothatthefigure wouldbenotbe toocluttered.Notethatthegridpoint chosen

waslocatednearthecenterof oneof thequadrantsof thebaysof thepanel. Notethat

sinceonly onegrid pointwasstudiedhere,all themodesof theprimary structurearenot

indicatedin thefigure. Figure38showsthatthepanelmodes,whichareexcitedatall

threegrid points,undergoonly avery smallshift in frequencyandthatthemagnitudeof

theresponseof theprimarystructuredoesnotvary significantlyfor thedifferent cases.

A transmissionlossanalysiswasperformedon thepanelfor all three

configurations.Thegoalwasto useareverberantfield astheexcitation. Becauseof the

extensivecomputationtimerequiredto forceeachnodeontheincidentsideof thepanel

individually asdescribedin Section2.5,thisreverberantfield wasapproximatedby

sixteenpatchesof nodalforceson theincidentsideof thepanel. Thepanel'sstructural

responsewascalculatedat eachgrid point on theresponsesidefacesheetfor thebare

panelcase,andateachgrid point on thetrim panelsfor thetwo trim panelmounting
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configurations. The input power for all three cases was assumed to be unity. Thus, the

transmission loss values are actually a relative transmission loss. This is sufficient since

this study is only concerned with the trim panel's effect on the transmission loss relative

to the bare panel case. The results are shown in Figure 39.

Figure 39 shows that the transmission loss is increased by almost 10 dB

throughout the damping controlled region of the primary structure for the case in which

the trim panel is attached to the primary structure only at the corners. The other mounting

configuration for which the edges of the trim panel are pinned along the length of the

webs yields similar results, although the transmission loss is a few decibels lower than for

the first trim panel case over various frequencies throughout the range.

The finite element model for the built-up curved honeycomb panel was further

enhanced by the addition of fluid damping in the air gaps between the primary structure

and the trim panels. This is a first approximation to the effect of acoustical damping

treatments such as blankets or fiberglass in the gap. This damping factor was included in

the MSC/NASTRAN bulk data file by assigning a non-zero value to the parameter GFL.

In this case it was assumed that the fluid damping coefficient is .30. Figures 40 and 41

show the power spectral density for the two trim mounting configurations, using the same

grid point nodes on the trim panels as for the non-damped cases. The curves for the non-

damping cases are included in the figures for comparison. As expected, the addition of

fluid damped causes a decrease in the dynamic response of the panel at each of the three

grid points. Figure 42 shows the relative transmission loss as a function of frequency for

these cases. These curves are shown against the non-damped curves of Figure 39. This

figure shows that the addition of fluid damping, which shares some of the same noise
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transmission, characteristics as the addition of acoustical blankets, causes an increase in

transmission loss of about 3-7 dB for both trim panel mounting configurations in the

damping controlled frequency region. Also, several of the modes of the trim panel, which

occur near the frequencies indicated by valleys in the transmission loss curves, have been

slightly "damped out" by the addition of fluid damping.
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4. Conclusions

4.1: Discussion of Results

This paper has considered only a very small part of the passive noise control

research which will be conducted in the High Speed Research Program. Despite the need

for extensions and continuation of this work, which will be discussed in the next section,

there are some very valuable points which can be taken from this study.

This study devoted a large part of its focus to finite element model development

and validation. The procedures and assumptions made in the development of the finite

element model for the honeycomb sandwich panels and for the built-up trimmed panels,

utilized the fluid-structure coupling capabilities of MSC/NASTRAN. Although they are

not new in terms of previously performed research, they can serve as an example for the

modeling of similar sidewall panel constructions.

It was concluded that the length scale of adjacent patches necessary to adequately

simulate random excitation is on the order of the width of one element in a finite element

model with a medium mesh density. As a first approximation of random excitation,

however, the length scale can be increased to include several element widths.

The transmission loss results indicate that there are noise control benefits to be

reaped by adding trim panels to the sidewalls of interest. Though the actual transmission

loss gain achieved by adding the trim panels is only up to about 10 dB across the

frequency range, this study indicates that there are other parameters and configurations

which can be studied and manipulated to achieve greater transmission loss. The results

for the model with fluid damping, for example, show that there is much to be gained by

studying the effect of adding other acoustical treatment materials to the panels.
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4.2: Possible Improvements and Future Work

Much of what has been done in this study can be considered groundwork for a

more in-depth investigation of passive noise control treatments for candidate aircraft

sidewall panels. There are several extensions of this work which would fit into the goals

of this part of the High Speed Research Program.

First and foremost, as stated in the introduction, the main excitation of interest in

this research program is turbulent boundary layer excitation. Some references in the

literature for information on modeling turbulent boundary layer excitation are given as a

starting point for this investigation [ 13-17].

Another extension of this work would be to realistically and accurately model the

acoustic blankets and cap strips which were other add-on treatments used in the

experimental transmission loss testing. These materials are best modeled as elastic

porous materials. Since MSC/NASTRAN cannot currently model such materials, it will

be necessary to wait for a future release of COMET/SAFE which can accurately model

the non-isotropic structural materials.

The experimental transmission loss tests which were performed on the bare

curved honeycomb panel and the built-up curved honeycomb panel were done over a

frequency range which went up to 6 KHz. The current finite element model does not

allow a fine enough mesh to accurately represent the response of the panel for such high

frequencies. Increasing the mesh density would increase the computation time, but it may

be worth looking into since these higher frequencies are of interest in the noise control

efforts.
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In this paper, a simple study of the trim panel mounting configuration was

performed. Aside from the mounting details, there are other parameters of interest such

as the material properties of the trim panel, its thickness, as well as the properties of the

additional acoustic insulation materials which were not considered here. Ideally, an

optimization of certain key parameters would provide the most useful information for the

High Speed Research Program.
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Appendix A

In a frequency response analysis, the equation of motion for the structure can be

written [ 10]

[M,] {//} + [B,] {/t} + [K_] {u} = e i_' [F(_o)] (A1)

in which F(¢o) is a harmonic excitation of the structure and [Bs] is the structural damping

matrix. Assuming a steady-state harmonic solution, Equation [A1] becomes

(-o)2[ms] + ito[Bs] + [Ks]){u(to) } = [F(to)] (A2)

Note that in these equations, co represents the excitation frequency of the system.

Three-dimensional elements are used to model fluids in a finite element analysis.

The nodes of these elements each have one degree of freedom. The equation of motion of

the fluid in a frequency response analysis is [12]

[mf ]{_b} +[Kf ]{p} + pf [C] {i_} = [0] (A3)

where [Md is the acoustic "mass" matrix and [Kd is the acoustic "stiffness" matrix. The

motion of the structure is coupled to the acoustic pressure in the fluid by the [C] matrix.

The boundary condition at the fluid structure interface is

Off 32Un (A4)
On- pf c_t2

in which n is the unit vector oriented normal to the surface of the structure. Also, Pr is the

fluid density and un is the displacement of the structure in the normal direction. This

boundary condition is considered in the third term of Equation [A3]. The fluid affects the

structure motion by applying forces

{Fp} = -[Crl{p} (A5)

over the surface area of the structure.
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Thus, the coupled equations of motion of the fluid and structure are

Ms _ C T

For the frequency response analyses used in this study, the modal method of

solution was employed. In this method, it is assumed that the physical variables in the

problem, (p,u), can be written as a linear combination of the uncoupled acoustic and

structural modes

[U] _ [qBs][_s (o))]e ia_

[p] = [_f][_f (_o)]ei_ (A7)

where _s are the uncoupled eigenvectors of the structure, _f are the uncoupled

eigenvectors of the fluid, _s are the modal amplitudes for the structure, and _r are the

modal amplitudes of the fluid. It should be noted that Equations [A7] are equalities if all

of the modes of the system are used. Although, in typical cases, this is not done, and the

system is approximated by the first few modes. If these equations are substituted into

Equation [A6], and pre-multiplied by the transposed transformation matrix, the result is

p f cDTf A cD_ cDTf M f cDf _'f w oJL_J ]

(AS)
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APPENDIX B - FIGURES

Figure 1 Honeycomb Sandwich Structure

\/

DAREA

(hidden)

\/

\/ \/

FORCE TABLED1

Figure 2 Hierarchy of MSC/NASTRAN bulk data cards used to apply nodal forces to a finite

element model. The shaded boxes represent cards which are part of the Case Control. An arrow

points from one card to another card, which it references. The MSC/NASTRAN Quick Reeference
Guide gives more detail about each of these cards and their usage.
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Figure 3 Boundary Element Mesh used to perform the acoustic analysis in COMET/Acoustics for

the flat panel geometry. The front surface of the mesh in this figure is the elastic wall, upon which

the velocities of the response side of the panel, as determined in MSC/NASTRAN, are imposed.
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Database : p_essure cdb

Fe_-Ld t s :

Figure 4 Spherical Data Recovery Mesh used to calculate the acoustic field radiated by the panel.

The boundary element mesh is located at the center of the sphere which is 87.0 meters in radius.
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Figure 5 Finite Element Model of Flat Sandwich panel (12x12 Mesh Density). This figure applies to

both the isotropic core panel and the honeycomb core panel.
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Figure 6 Relative Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for Flat Sandwich Panel with Isotropic Core.

This figure demonstrates Mass law behavior in the mass-controlled frequency region.
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Figure 7 Relative Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for Flat Sandwich Panel with Isotropic Core for

frequencies near the first panel resonance - No Damping. Note that the relative transmission loss

does not go to exactly zero because the resolution of the frequency range studied was not fine enough
to perform the analysis at exactly the resonance frequency.
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Figure 8 Relative Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for Flat Sandwich Panel with Isotropic Core (5%

Damping). This plot shows the curve for three different mesh densities: 9x9 (100 Nodes), 12x12 (169

Nodes), and 14x14 (225 Nodes). This analysis was run for individual nodal uncorrelated forcing.

Figure 9 HSR Flat Honeycomb Panel #261X1423-20
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Figure 10 Relative Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for Flat Sandwich Panel with Honeycomb Core

(5% Damping). This plot shows the curve for three different mesh densities: 9x9 (100 Nodes), 12x12

(169 Nodes), and 14x14 (225 Nodes). This analysis was run for individual nodal uncorrelated forcing.
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Figure 11 Relative Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for Flat Sandwich Panel with Isotropic Core

(5% Damping). The analysis was performed for the following numbers of patches: 1, 4, 9, 16, 36, and

169, where each patch contained 169, 49, 25, 16, 9, and 1 nodes respectively. The force applied per
node was 1 N. The mesh density of the incident side of the panel was 12x12 elements.
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Figure 12 Relative Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for Flat Sandwich Panel with Honeycomb Core

(5% Damping). The analysis was performed for the following numbers of patches: 1, 4, 9, 16, 36, and

169, where each patch contained 169, 49, 25, 16, 9, and 1 nodes respectively. The force applied per
node was 1 N. The mesh density of the incident side of the panel was 12x12 elements.
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Figure 13 "Power" vs. Frequency for a node on the response side of the flat isotropic core sandwich

panel for one patch and individual nodal forcing. The model had 5% structural damping.
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Figure 14 Finite element model for the stiffened, curved honeycomb panel.
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Figure15 Side view of finite element model for the stiffened, curved honeycomb panel.

Y

X

\

Figure 16 Coordinate systems used in the development of the curved panel finite element model. The

first is a cylindrical coordinate system in which the origin is located at the center of the curvatuve of

the panel at the longitudinal edge farthest "into the page." The z axis is directed "out of the page."

The second figure shows the cartesian coordinate system, which is also has the same origin. The x

axis in this system is oriented out of the page.
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Figure 17 Cross-sectional view of curved panel near edge.
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Figure 18 Cross-Sectional view of stiffener. The flange is the horizontal part and the web is the

vertical part.
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Figure 19 Diagram of the Boeing Company's Transmission Loss Facility.
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Figure 20 Transition fixture from flat facility wall to test curved honeycomb panel.
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Figure 21 Boundary element mesh used to compute the incident pressures on the curved panel. The

center of the source is located at (x,y,z)=(-2.3, 0,-7.8) with direction (dx,dy,dz)=(.5,0,.866).
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Figure 22 Top view of boundary element mesh used to compute the incident pressures on

the curved panel. The plane wave source, which is directed 30 degrees relative to normal

incidence on the panel, is shown. Note that the location of the center of the cource is not

shown to scale with the rest of the figure.
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Figure 23 Contour plot of the acoustic pressure magnitude on the boundary element mesh due to an

oblique plane wave source at 205 Hz.
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Figure 24 Contour plot of acoustic pressure phase on the boundary element mesh due an oblqiue

plane wave source at 205 Hz.
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Figure 25 Contour Plot of acoustic pressure magnitude on the boundary element mesh due to a plane

wave directed normal to the transverse centerline of the panel and the baffle at 205 Hz.
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Figure 26 Contour plot of the acoustic pressure magnitude of a flat baffle due to a normal incidence

plane wave at 205 Hz.
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Figure 27 Hierarchy of MSC/NASTRAN bulk data cards to apply elemental pressure on a finite
element model. The shaded boxes are the Case Control Commands. An arrow indicates that a

certain card references the card to which the arrow points. For more detail about these cards and

their usage, consult the MSC/NASTRAN Quick Reference Guide.
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Figure 28 Boundary Element Mesh used to perform the acoustic analysis in COMET/Acoustics for

the curved panel geometry. The front surface of the mesh, which is curved, in this figure is the elastic

wall, upon which the velocities of the response side of the panel, as determined in MSC/NASTRAN,

are imposed.
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Figure 29 Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for the curved honeycomb panel subjected to oblique

plane wave excitation. The edges of the panel are clamped. The model was analyzed for 3%, 5%,

and 7% structural damping.

Figure 30 Photograph of trim panels before mounting
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Figure 31 Photograph of built-up panel in mounted state.
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Figure32 Finite element model for the curved honeycomb panel with trim. In this case, the trim

panels are pinned to the webs of the stiffeners of the primary structure only at the corners. The

small circles indicate rigid body attachments.
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Figure 33 Built-up curved honeycomb panel, showing the "filler" air region which is necessary to

properly define the fluid-structure interface in MSC/NASTRAN.
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Figure34 Close-up of the finite element model for the curved honeycomb panel with trim.
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Figure35 Finiteelementmodel of the built-up curved honeycomb panel for the case in which the

trim panels are pinned to the webs at every grid point node along their transverse edges. The small

circles indicate rigid body attachments.
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Figure 36 "Power" vs. Frequency for trimmed curved honeycomb panel with trim pinned to primary
structure only at the trim panel corners. There is 5% structural damping in the model.
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Figure 37 "Power" vs. Frequency for trimmed curved honeycomb panel with trim panel pinned to

primary structure all along the transverse edges of the trim panel. There is 5% structural damping
in the model.
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Figure 38 "Power" vs. Frequency for a grid point on the response side face sheet of the curved

honeycomb panel. Node that in each of the three cases, a different grid point was used. There is 5%

structural damping in the model.
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Figure 39 Relative Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for the curved honeycomb panel for the bare

panel structure alone and both built-up configurations. There is 5% structural damping.
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Figure 40 "Power" vs. Frequency for trimmed curved honeycomb panel with trim pinned to primary

structure only at the trim panel corners. There is 5% structural damping in the model. This figure

shows the same three curves as in Figure 35 and also contains the curves for the case in which there is
30% fluid damping in the air gaps between the primary structure and the trim panels.
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Figure 41 "Power" vs. Frequency for trimmed curved honeycomb panel with trim pinned to

primary structure all along the transverse edges. There is 5% structural damping in the model. This

figure shows the same three curves as in Figure 36 and also contains the curves for the case in which
there is 30% fluid damping in the air gaps between the primary structure and the trim panels.
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Figure 42 Relative Transmission Loss vs. Frequency for the curved honeycomb panel for the bare

panel configuration and both trim panel mounting configurations. This figure contains the same

three curves as in Figure 38 and also contains the curves for the case in which there is 30% fluid

damping in the air gaps between the primary structure and the trim panels. There is 5% structural

damping in all cases.
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APPENDIX C - TABLES

Intrinsic Material Properties of Ti-3AI-2.5V

Weight Density: p (N/m 3) l 43992

Young's Modulus: E (GPa) IShear Modulus: G (GPa)

103.33

43.752

Material Properties of Im7/Peti5 Layers

Young's Modulus: E11 (GPa) 151.92

Young's Modulus: E22 (GPa) 9.646

Shear Modulus: G12 (GPa) 2.564

Poisson's Ratio: v12 0.34

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: (x11

(in/in/°F)

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: cz22

(in/in/°F)

Weight Density: p (N/rn 3) 15750

Ply Thickness: t (In)

- 1.9E-07

1.55E-05

1.397E-04

Table 1 Material Properties of Ti3AI2.5V and Im7/Peti5

Mode

(1,1)

Frequency

82.354

(1,2) 169.243

(2,1) 169.302

(2,2) 240.893

(3,1) 310.345

(1,3) 312.275

(3,2) 366.178

(2,3) 366.336

(3,3) 466.609

Table 2 Mode shapes and associated frequencies for the flat sandwich panel with isotropic core. The
numbering of the mode shapes is based upon results generated by Leissa for a clamped, square,

isotropic, plate. [12]
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Titanium Honeycomb Core

Weight Density: P (N/m3) 1066.5

Young's Modulus*: E11=E22 (Pa) 1.65E+05

Young's Modulus: E33 (Pa) 1.03E+09

Shear Modulus: G13 (Pa) 4.82E+08

Shear Modulus: G23 (Pa) 4.82E+08

Shear Modulus*: G12 (Pa) 3.38E+08

Table 3 Equivalent Material Properties of Titanium Honeycomb Core partly based on formulation

by Tang et al, and partly based on measured material properties (Properties marked with an

asterisk denote those which were calculated from the intrinsic material properties).

Mode Predicted Experimental Frequency Percent Difference

Frequency (Hz) (%)

(az)

(2,2) 147.2 132.3 11.3

(1,3) 209.3 200.3 4.5

(3,1) 268.9 241.3 11.4

(3,2) 365.2 331.6 10.1

(2,3) 367.0 336.6 9.0

Table 4 Mode shapes and associated frequencies for the flat sandwich panel with honeycomb core.

The predicted frequencies are those calculated using MSC/NASTRAN. The experimental

frequencies are those found from the experimental modal analysis. There is an average percent
difference of 9.3% between the two sets of frequencies. The numbering of the mode shapes is based

upon results generated by Leissa for a square, isotropic plate with free edges. [12]

Mode

(1,1)

Frequency
381.63

Table 5 Mode shape and associated frequency for the flat sandwich panel with honeycomb core.

Note that all higher modes have frequencies beyond the frequency range of study. The numbering of
this mode shape is based upon results generated by Leissa for a square, isotropic plate with clamped

edges. [12]
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Material Properties of the Aluminum 5052 Honeycomb Core

Mass Density: P (kg/m3) 91.2

Young's Modulus: Ell (GPa) 1.288

Young's Modulus: E22:E33 (MPa) 1.288

Shear Modulus: G23 (Kpa) 42.6

Shear Modulus: Glz=G13 (KPa) 89.4

Poisson's Ratio: v12 0.40

Table 6 Material properties of Aluminum Honeycomb Core of Curved Panel. All of these properties

for the core were measured. These properties are defined in a cylindrical coordinate system, which is
shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The index '1' here refers to the radial, or out-of-plane, direction.

The index '2' refers to the transverse direction, or the in-plane direction which runs along the
curvature of the panel. The index '3' denotes the other in-plane direction which runs longitudinally

along the panel.

Material Properties of BMS-8-212 Type III

Mass Density: P (kg/m3) 1550.3

Young's Modulus: Ell (GPa) 117.8

Young's Modulus: E22 (GPa) 8.819

Shear Modulus: Glz=Gz3=G13 (GPa) 4.616

Poisson's Ratio: v12 0.34

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: o_11 0.02E-06

(m/m/°F)

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: o_22 15.0E-06

(m/m/°F)

Ply Thickness: t (ram) .1498

Material Properties of BMS-8-212 Type IV

Mass Density: P (kg/m3) 1522.6

Young's Modulus: Ell:E22 (GPa) 57.19

Shear Modulus: G12:G23:G13 (GPa) 4.616

Poisson's Ratio: v12 0.06

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: o_11 o_22 1.6E-06

(m/m/°F)

Ply Thickness: t (ram) .2108

Table 7 Material properties of BMS-8-212 Type III and Type IV (defined in the traditional
cartesian coordinate system, where the index '3' denotes the out-of-plane direction).
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Ply Number Material Orientation

1 BMS-8-212 Type HI 45 °

2 BMS-8-212 Type HI -45 °

3 BMS-8-212 Type HI 90 °

4 BMS-8-212 Type HI 0 °

5 BMS-8-212 Type HI 90 °

6 BMS-8-212 Type HI -45 °

7 BMS-8-212 Type HI 45 °

8 BMS-8-212 Type IV 0/90 °

Table 8 Stacking sequence of the laminated composite face sheets for the curved honeycomb panel.
Ply #1 is closest to the core and Ply #8 is the top ply, at the surface of the panel. The orientation
angle is given relative to the positive 'z' direction in the cylindrical coordinate system defined in
Figures 11 and 12.

Material Properties of Aluminum 2024 (used for flanges)

Mass Density: 9 (kg/m3) 2768.3

Young's Modulus: E (GPa) 73.03

Shear Modulus: G (GPa) 27.56

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: ot 12.9E-06

(m/m/°F)

Material Properties of Aluminum 6061 (used for webs)

Mass Density: 9 (kg/m3) 2768.3

Young's Modulus: E (GPa) 68.90

Shear Modulus: G (GPa) 25.84

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion: o_ 13.0E-06

(m/m/°F)

Table 9 Material properties for Aluminum 2024 and 6061, which comprise the stiffeners. Both
materials are isotropic.
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Table 10 Mode shapes and associated frequencies for the curved honeycomb panel in the free-free
boundary condition configuration. Note that only the first seven modes are listed. This is due to the

number of reference points in the experimental set-up. Only the first seven mode shapes could be
accurately resolved given the number of reference points. There is an average percent difference of

4.1% between the predicted and experimental frequencies.
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Table 11 Mode shapes and associated frequencies of the curved honeycomb panel with the edges clamped. Note that only

significant panel modes have been included in this list. Modes which only have motion of the stiffeners are not included since

they do not contribute as much to the radiated sound field.
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Material Properties of Trim Panels

Mass Density" p (kg/m 3) 1750.0

Young's Modulus: E (GPa) 26.1

Shear Modulus: G (GPa) 11.2

Thickness: t (mm) 1.30

Table 12 Material Properties for the cargo liner material which makes up the trim panels.
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Appendix D - FORTRAN Codes

There were two main external FORTRAN codes written to perform calculations

and manipulate results. The first of these is 'response.f'. This code was written to read

the acoustic pressures calculated in the far-field spherical data recovery mesh in the

COMET/Acoustics results file. It then uses these results to build the transfer matrix. It

T *
then performs the calculation Hnm SabHnm , to calculate the power spectral density.

Finally, the code uses this to calculate the transmission loss. There are three parameters

in the source code which must be modified before compiling it. These are bcsets, nperset,

and nnodes. These are the number of patches, the number of nodes per patch and the

number of total nodes on the incident side of the panel respectively. The

COMET/Acoustics results file must be in a file called 'results'. The transmission loss is

written in a file called 'tranloss'.

The other code is called 'comet2nastran.f'. This code was used to read the

elemental pressures on the boundary element mesh due to the oblique plane wave

excitation form the COMET/Acoustics results file. It writes all the necessary

MSC/NASTRAN bulk data cards to set up the excitation case in order to perform a

frequency response analysis. These results are written to a number of different files,

which are listed in the comments of the program. Note that this code is not robust by any

means. It is written to write the appropriate bulk data cards for the particular boundary

element mesh used for the curved honeycomb panel. It picks out only the elements in the

mesh which correspond to the actual elements and the element identification numbers on
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the incident side of the panel. For a different panel, mesh, or element numbering scheme,

the source code will have to be significantly modified.

D.1 Response.f

PROGRAM response
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

C C

c This program takes a COMET/Acoustics results file and writes c

c the magnitude and phase of the radiated acoustic pressure to c
c a transfer matrix. This transfer matrix is then used along c

c with a cross-correlation matrix, which describes the c

c excitation, to determine the panel response by performing c
c the calculation: c

c T * c

c [Ul [Sl[Ul c
C C

c It then gives the radiated power for each frequency, c
c From the power, the transmission loss is calculated, c

c The program writes the power for each frequency in a file c
c called 'tranloss'. c

C C

c Written by Larry Barisciano, August 1997 c
c Modified October 1997 c

c Modified April 1998 c
c Modified June 1998 c

C C

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

parameter(bcsets=9, nperset=25, drnodes=386, fr=51,nnodes= 169)

character*80 title,apm,app,spl,xvm, xvp,yvm,yvp,zvm,zvp
character*80 magv,xi,yi,zi,descrp,end(2)

character*80 freqinfo(3)

character*80 header(3)

character*20 junkl
character*80 headers(3),junk(3),junk2

character*21 analid,numnod,vpernod,record
character* 10 node

complex pressure(bcsets,drnodes,fr)
complex conj (bcsets,drnodes,fr)

complex trans(drnodes,bcsets,fr), power(fr)

complex resp(drnodes,dmodes,fr)

complex prod(drnodes, bcsets,fr)
real exc(bcsets,bcsets), rho, c, radius, integ

integer nodnum, anals,freqs

integer freq 1,acquans

real freq(fr),imag,real,rad,hz,pow 1 ,pow2,tranloss

real input
open(unit= 10,file='results',status='old')

open(unit= 11,file='panel response',status='unknown')

open(unit= 12,file='tranloss',status='unknown')
read(10,74) title
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read(10,74)junk2
read(10,25)junk1,anals
rho=l.21
c=343.0
acquans=2
radius=87.0
integ=(4*3.14*radius**2)/drnodes
freqs=int(anals/bcsets)
doi=1,3

read(10,74)header(i)
enddo
doii=1,anals

doj=1,3
read(lO,74)freqinfo(j)

enddo
read(lO,50)freq(ii)

enddo
doi=1,3

read(10,74)junk(i)
enddo
dok=1,bcsets

dom=1,freqs
do1=1,3

read(10,74)headers(l)
enddo
read(lO,74)analid

read(10,74)numnod
read(10,74)vpemod

read(lO,74)record
read(lO,74)descrp

read(lO,74)spl
read(lO,74)apm
read(lO,74)app
read(lO,74)xvm
read(lO,74)xvp
read(10,74)yvm
read(10,74)yvp
read(lO,74)zvm
read(lO,74)zvp
read(lO,74)magv
read(lO,74)xi
read(10,74)yi
read(lO,74)zi
don=1,drnodes

read(10,80)node,nodnum
read(10,90)spll,apml,appl,xvml,xvpl,yvml
read(10,90)yvpl,zvml,zvpl,magvl,xil,yil
read(10,110)zil
rad=(app1"3.14159)/180

real=apm1*cos(rad)
imag=apml*sin(rad)
pressure(k,n,m)=cmplx(real,imag)
conj(k,n,m)=conjg(pressure(k,n,m))
trans(n,k,m)=pressure(k,n,m)

enddo
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donn=l,2
read(10,74)end(nn)

enddo
enddo

enddo
doi=1,bcsets

doj=1,bcsets
if (i .eq.j) then

exc(i,j)=l.0
else

exc(i,j)=0.0
endif

enddo
enddo
dok=1,freqs

power(k)=(0.0,0.0)
doi=1,dmodes

doj=1,bcsets
prod(i,j,k)=(0.0,0.0)
don=1,bcsets

prod(i,j,k)=prod(i,j,k)+trans(i,n,k)*exc(n,j)
enddo

enddo
enddo
doi=1,dmodes

doj=1,dmodes
resp(i,j,k)=(0.0,0.0)
don=1,bcsets

resp(i,j,k)=resp(i,j,k)+prod(i,n,k)*conj(n,j,k)
enddo

enddo
enddo
doiii=1,dmodes

power(k)=power(k)+((0.5*integ*resp(iii,iii,k))/(rho*c))
enddo
write(11,180)freq(k),power(k)

enddo
close(11)
input=(bcsets*nperset**2)/(nnodes)**2
open(unit=11,file='panelresponse',stams='old')
write(12,185)
doi=1,freqs

read(11,180)hz,pow1,pow2
tranloss=10*alog10(input/pow1)
write(12,190)hz,pow1,tranloss

enddo
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

c FORMAT STATEMENTS c

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

25 format(a20,i3)

50 format(Ix,ell.5)
60 format(f2.1)

74 format(aS0)

80 format(al 3,i5)

90 format(6(2x,ell.5))
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110 format(2x,el1.5)
130 format(ell.5)
140 format(el1.5,Ix,el1.5)
180 format(f5.1,1x,el1.5,Ix,el1.5)
185 format('FreqPower Tranloss')
190 format(f5.1,1x,el1.5,1x,fl1.5)

close(10)
close(11)
close(12)
end

D.2 Comet2nastran.f

PROGRAM comet2nastran

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

C C

c This program takes a COMET/Acoustics element results c

c file and writes the magnitude and phase of the pressure c

c for each element in a format usable by MSC/NASTRAN. c
c Specifically, it converts the magnitude and phase of the c

c pressure to the real and imaginary parts and then writes c
c the values as TABLED 1 entries to the file 'tables' for c

c use in the NASTRAN bulk data file c

c The program also writes the RLOAD1,LSEQ,DLOAD and PLOAD4c
c bulk data cards. These cards are written to the two c

c files 'dload' and 'pload' c

c This program has been specifically written for the case c
c of a plane wave impinging on a curved panel. Thus it c

c only writes the pressures for the elements of the BEM c

c which correspond to elements of the specific curved panel c

c of interest. The parameters in the code must be c

c appropriately adjusted to apply this to a different panel, c
C C

c Written by Larry Barisciano June 1998 c
C C

CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

implicit real*8(a-h,o-z)

parameter (fr=51,1oadset=2642)

parameter (link= 1586)

character*80 title,apm,app,spl,nvm,nvp,nai,nri
character*80 descrp,end(2)

character*80 freqinfo(3), header(3)

character*20 junkl

character*80 headers(3),junk(3),junk2
character*21 analid,vperelm,record
character* 12 elm

character* 19 number

character*8 z 1,z2,z3

character* 1 sl,s2,s3,s4

complex pres(51,2000),conj (51,2000),totpres(51)

complex ppstar

real slp 1,apm 1 ,app 1 ,nvm 1 ,nvp 1,nai 1 ,nri 1
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63

integerelmnum,anals,tabid,rloadid,dloadid
integerfreql,numelm,rloadid2,rloadid3,rloadid4
integertab1,tab2,rl,lin,eid
realf(fr),s(51,2000),r(51,2000),rho,c,integ
open(unit=10,file='results',stams='old')
open(unit=11,file='tables',status='unknown')
open(unit=12,file='dload',stams='unknown')
open(unit=13,file='pload',stams='unknown')
rloadid=1585
dloadid=2641
read(lO,74)title
read(10,74)junk2
read(10,25)junk1,anals
doi=1,3

read(10,74)header(i)
enddo
doii=1,anals

doj=1,3
read(lO,74)freqinfo(j)

enddo
read(lO,50)f(ii)

enddo
doi=1,3

read(10,74)junk(i)
enddo
dom=1,anals

do1=1,3
read(10,74)headers(l)

enddo
read(lO,74)analid
read(10,98)number,numelm
read(10,74)vpemlm
read(lO,74)record
read(lO,74)descrp
read(lO,74)spl
read(lO,74)apm
read(lO,74)app
read(lO,74)nvm
read(lO,74)nvp
read(lO,74)nai
read(lO,74)nri
don=1,numelm

read(10,80)elm,elmnum
read(lO,*)spl1,apm1,app1,nvml,nvp1,nai1
read(lO,110)nril
if (elnmum.gt.1056)then

goto63
endif
rad=(app1"3.14159)/180
r(m,elnmum)=apml*cos(rad)
s(m,elnmum)=apml*sin(rad)

enddo
donn=1,2

read(10,74)end(nn)
enddo
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enddo
numtabs=fr/4+1
sl="
s2="
s3='A'
s4="
tabid=1
j=l
z1='TABLED1'
z2='+ R0'
write(11,120)z1,tabid,z2
zl=z2
z2='+ RI'
i0=ichar(s3)
i=0
ii=0
iii=0
iiii=0
dokkk=1,676

callfindz2(i0,i,ii,iii,iiii,s1,s2,s3,s4,z3)
enddo
do11=529,1056

doram=1,2
dokk=1,numtabs

m=j+l
n=j+2
k=j+3
if ((mm.eq.1).and.(kk.ne.13))then
write(11,130)z1,f(j),r(j,ll),f(m),r(m,ll),f(n)

& ,r(n,ll),f(k),r(k,ll),z2
endif
if ((mm.eq.1).and.(kk.eq.13))then
write(11,132)z1,f(j),r(j,ll),f(m),r(m,ll),f(n)

3,r(n,ll)
endif
if ((mm.eq.2).and.(kk.ne.13))then
write(11,130)z1,f(j),s(j,ll),f(m),s(m,ll),f(n)

4,s(n,ll),f(k),s(k,ll),z2
endif
if ((mm.eq.2).and.(kk.eq.13))then
write(11,132)z1,f(j),s(j,ll),f(m),s(m,ll),f(n)

5,s(n,ll)
endif
zl=z2
j=j+4
callfindz2(i0,i,ii,iii,iiii,s1,s2,s3,s4,z2)

enddo
tabid=tabid+1
j=l
z1='TABLED1'
write(11,120)z1,tabid,z2
zl=z2
callfindz2(i0,i,ii,iii,iiii,s1,s2,s3,s4,z2)

enddo
enddo
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tabl=l
tab2=2
rl=rloadid
lin=link
dono=1,numelm

write(12,30)rl,lin,tab1,tab2
write(12,40)loadset,lin,tabid
rl=rl+2
lin=lin+2
tabid=tabid+1
tab1=tab1+2
tab2=tab2+2

enddo
lin=lin-2
rloadid2=rloadid+2
rloadid3=rloadid+4
rloadid4=rloadid+6
zl='DLOAD'
write(12,44)z1,dloadid,rloadid,rloadid2,rloadid3,z2
zl=z2
callfindz2(i0,i,ii,iii,iiii,s1,s2,s3,s4,z2)
dojkl=rloadid4,1in,8
jkll=jkl+2
jkl2=jkl+4
jkl3=jkl+6
write(12,45)zl,jkl,jkll,jk12,jk13,z2
zl=z2
callfindz2(iO,i,ii,iii,iiii,s1,s2,s3,s4,z2)

enddo
eid=529
dolmn=1057,1584

write(13,140)lmn,eid
eid=eid+l

enddo
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc
c FORMATSTATEMENTS c
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC

25 format(a20,i3)
30 format('RLOAD 1 ',i4,4x,i4,4x,16x,iS,iS)

40 format('LSEQ ',i4,4x,i4,4x,i4)

44 format(aS,i4,4x,'l.',6x,3('l.',6x,i4,4x),aS)

45 format(aS,4('l.',6x,i4,4x),aS)

50 format(Ix,ell.5)
74 format(aS0)

80 format(al2,i4)

90 format(6(lx,ell.5))

98 format(al9,i4)
110 format(2x,el 1.5)

120 format(aS,iS,56x,aS)

130 format(aS,4(f8.1,f8.4),aS)

132 format(aS,3 (f8.1,f8.4),4x,'ENDT')
140 format('PLOAD4 ',i8,i8,6x,'1.')

close(10)

close(11)

close(12)
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close(13)

end

subroutine findz2(iO,i,ii,iii,iiii,s 1,s2,s3,s4,z2)

character*8 z2

character* 1 sl,s2,s3,s4

if(i.lt.25)then

i=i+ 1

s3=char(iO+i)

else

i=O

ii=ii+l

if (ii.lt.25) then

s3='O'

s4=char(iO+ii- 1)

else

ii=O

iii=iii+l

if (iii.lt.25) then

s3='O'

s4='O'

s2=char(iO+iii- 1)

else

iii=O

iiii=iiii+ 1

s3='O'

s4='O'

s2='O'

s 1 =char(iO+iiii- 1)

endif

endif

endif

z2='+ '//s l //s2//s4//s3

end
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